2004 mercedes-benz s-class

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. We have the area's largest selection of pre-owned vehicles at the lowest prices
available, over in stock to choose from! Financing for all credit tiers and extended warranties
available. Please contact our sales department for more information about this vehicle or the
rest of our inventory. Call , view our website Open 7 days a week! Good credit, or bad credit, we
are able to offer rates as low as 3. Come to the Sherman Oaks region and consult with us about
selling your car. Our low overhead allows us to offer you more money. If you are in need of
returning a lease, come to our dealership and we may even be able to buy out your lease return
and save you penalty fees, especially if you are over your mileage limit or have a minor damage
on your car! Call or visit our Pre-owned Car Dealership today! Looking for a family vehicle? This
Mercedes-Benz S-Class is great for kids and adults. It is a super clean one-owner car, one of the
best that we have ever seen. This car still has it, because it has never been smoked in. We strive
to give every vehicle a thorough inspection and can tell you with confidence that the structural
integrity of this car exceeds the highest standards. This car has undergone a painstakingly
thorough inspection ensuring it exceeds mechanical standards. The flawless finish looks like it
was just driven off the lot. The condition of the interior will have you believing that you just
bought a brand new car. Buy from us with full confidence. Cash Buyers Welcome. Come In and
Make A Deal! We are located only minutes from Fort Valley! With the each passing day we
rapidly adding countless happy customers to our business circle having rating close to 5 FIVE
stars. Prior to offer for sale, our vehicles are thoroughly inspected by the competent experts
and if needed brought into compliance as well. Our prime focus in this essential area of life is to
facilitate the customers with quality vehicles within competitive prices. We are continuously
striving to provide full technical support to customers as per their requirement, help them to
choose the appropriate vehicle which is best fit in their budget. We are committed to provide
our customers pressure free environment with honest opinion. Third party Warranties are also
offered if required by customers. We are glad to serve you anytime M Mon. To Fri. Unit Chantilly,
VA Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No
pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions.
See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Well-known by many, the S-Class has become a
household name in the realm of quality and prestige. One of the best things about this
Mercedes-Benz S-Class is that it has low, low mileage. It's ready for you to truly break it in.
Added comfort with contemporary style is the leather interior to heighten the quality and
craftsmanship for the Mercedes-Benz S-Class 5. Drive any city's streets like you've lived there
all your life using the navigation system on this Mercedes-Benz S-Class. This Mercedes-Benz
S-Class 5. No abnormal wear and tear. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to
state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or
disease. We here at Global Auto Outlet have done the research for you and know that this car
has had only one previous owner. For you non-smokers out there, the ash tray is whistle clean
because it has been smoke free since it was new. There is no evidence that this car has ever
been wrecked or had any body work done to it at all. With a powerful 5. The precision handling
that the sports tuned suspension gives will straighten out even the curviest of roadways. Feel
like royalty in the luxury of this car. Check out all the power, convenience and safety options
that are offered on this baby. You will not find another fully equipped Mercedes-Benz S-Class
like this at any price! Do you hear that? Nothing, exactly. This car is mechanically perfect and
ready for you to drive off the lot. We know you want a vehicle that looks good. This car has been
well maintained and is flawless. The interior of this car has been perfectly maintained. Our
inspection of this car confirms that all major mechanical features are in great shape and ready
to go. The exterior has some minor scuffs and blemishes but is free of rust, dings, or dents. The
interior shows only the slightest amount of wear and is in excellent overall condition. Every car
that we sell has been thoroughly inspected by us and is also comes with a clean history as
verified by CARFAX. Looking to buy a one owner car? Not a problem. We have the AutoCheck
report to prove that this car has had only one owner. As with all our cars that we sell, this one
has an optional extended warranty available. See a salesman for more information. We get you
approved! Upon credit approval call or drop by to see just how low we can get your monthly
payments. Act today! Come swing by today and check out this great deal, we are only minutes
from Greenbelt! Please verify all information and options with a sales representative. Is it
possible to fall in love with a vehicle? It is when your vehicle is as prestige as the
Mercedes-Benz S-Class. It's not a misprint. And the odometer isn't broken. This is a very low
mileage Mercedes-Benz S-Class. A rare find these days. Added comfort with contemporary style
is the leather interior to heighten the quality and craftsmanship for the Mercedes-Benz S-Class
3. You'll see the world in a whole new way thanks to the navigation system that comes with this
vehicle. COM front windshield is in excellent condition. The paint is in great shape and

condition. The interior is clean and in good condition. The exterior is clean and in good
condition. The engine is functioning properly and has no issues. The transmission shifts very
smoothly. The brakes are in great condition. The battery is in excellent condition. A full size
spare is included with this vehicle. Don't Wait Please Call Today Kearny Mesa - Recent Arrival!
We strive to provide everyone with the highest level of customer service, quality cars, and
competitive pricing. We have a very large and diverse inventory- hundreds of vehicles of all
types and for every budget - we have something for everyone! We also offer dozens of financing
options with competitive rates! Visit us at WWW. COM or come and take a look in person. We
have two locations in Houston! Southwest Houston Location Jeanetta St. Our website will
specify which location the vehicle is located at. You can also give us a call at We would love the
opportunity to answer all of your questions- we are here to help! ONLY 55, Miles! Our
unmatched service and diverse Cadillac inventory have set us apart as the preferred dealer in
Portland. Visit us today to discover why we have the best reputation in the Portland area. Price
does not include a charge for 0. Our live market pricing mission is to present the best pricing to
all of our customers. Pre-owned live market pricing is achieved by polling over 20, pre-owned
web sites hourly. This ensures that every one of our customers receives real time market price
on every pre-owned vehicle we sell. We do not artificially inflate our pre-owned prices in the
hopes of winning a negotiating contest with our customers! We do not play pricing games.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Convertible 95 Coupe Sedan 1, Engine and
Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 1, Engine Type Diesel 4 Gas 1, Hybrid Cylinders 12 cylinders
33 6 cylinders 8 cylinders 1, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price
drops. Recently added listings. Title issue. No accidents. Not provided. Price Drop. Frame
damage. Check Availability. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. After turning 40 recently, I decided to properly kick-off my mid-life crisis. I was going to
go with either a boat or a car. A S won. I found one with , miles on it on Autotrader. I suppose I
got the "base" model , but it is absolutely remarkable. The suspension, coupled with the car's
sheer size, makes for an airplane like ride sport settings are also present. I've taken it on 2 long
road trips and been in very good spirits after arriving. These cars depreciate wildly. I paid too
much. Find the KBB price and stick with it. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Reliability indicates
how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will
hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information
available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our
reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. Reactivate now to get the information you
were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer
care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me.
Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New
Used The S is both refined and enjoyably sporty. The most comfortable-riding car we'd ever
tested at that point, its agile handling also made it a delight to drive. The roomy cabin provides
vault-like silence and the engine delivers strong acceleration. There are 6 recalls on this vehicle.
Learn More. Overall Reliability. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine
Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System.
Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.
Read Recall Details. What should you do:. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall
Details. Show More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle.
Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a
Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.
Each ranking was based on 9 categories. Here is the summary of top rankings. Displaying 1 - 10
of Mercedes-Benz S-Class 10 reviews. Its a great looking auto,MB S-class always has been top
notch. Love the color, design and style and its availability hoping to purchase soon. Great car
With elegant features and comfort which makes you feel fresh! Style And Handling â€” Love the
designo interior. For sure will look for this in the new car I buy. Just love the style and handling.
Fuel consumption very reasonable. Occasionally something electronic gives out and requires

an expensive repair. Love this car in a line of z, zx, , i, XJ8 and now s Pros: The best car I ever
owned. Looking forward to a new model in the next 2 years. Cons: repairs tend to be to
expensive. After market seems to be my only option. Excellent Everyday Driver. The s is ok bit if
you are going to choose an engine, it would be the everlasting v8. Torque and horsepower
cannot be beat. So smooth and silky quiet. Its almost scary. Pros: This car is a cruiser that
changes into Ferrari mode with just a press of the foot. Luxury, power when needed. Extra
power when tapped into. Comfortable and low coefficient of drag. That means it glides through
the air like a surgeon with a scalpel, which is what I feel like when I lower it completely down
and have some open road. Nothing like Wide Open Throttle. Pros: this cabin is expansive. You
could fit a small sheep back there Plus 1 to hold it. Responsive and flat out elegant against any
class of any year doesn't match this S Perfect Used Buy!!! Run To Get One â€” I found that
there are not a lot that goes wrong with these cars. The S Class stands for total and ultimate
luxury. Variable air suspension and a very sporty mode which tightens the steering and shocks
and turns it into one mean road eater. Pros: Perfect car for even everyday driving. Can really
change into a sports sedan with just a press of the gas peddle. The leg room inside is perfect.
Front and Back Seats are very comfortable. Awesome â€” This Car is Awesome It's Sexy.. It
Flies It Stops.. It's Comfortable.. It's easy to look at.. It's as quiet at 80mph as your living room..
But at over One Hundred Thousand Dollars, it better be This is the car that every Lexus Owner
wished they could afford.. Pros: This is the Car that everybody wishes they had It is hard to find
any other sedan available in the US that can rival this car, in fact it hard to find ANY car in the
US that rivals this car overall. I have the Coupe version as well and prefer the Sedan for its
higher comfort factor over any marginal gains the lighter, shorter coupe version might provide.
Unfortunately, this car wasn't cheap to purchase, and maintenance costs are not inexpensive if
kept by the book as I do, but nobody should be surprised about this, at the end of the day its a
trade-off I am willing to accept. Everything works properly on vehicle. Well kept. Garage parked.
All the eminities of the S are included on the S Great for city driving and country touring. Main
purpose was daily driving from home to work. Always reliable. Top dog of all cars out there
hands down, Read More. The S 4Matic has well engineered features and represents good value
with a v-8 engine, which is missing in later model Mercedes short of the AMG version. Read
More. Large sedan with multiple safety features as well as a high class sound system. Roomy
trunk and enough room in back seat. Additionally available as all wheel drive. Finally I like the
looks of the S c Beautiful car! This car is perfect no need for anything else the best in this
model Read More. The site states, price includes shipping, which it does not. Once I spoke with
the dealership, before they verified that the vehicle was available we ran number. Only to the be
told the vehicle was no Never heard back from the representative Alexandria. I got an email
acknowledgment for my inquiry stating that she would call me back after speaking with her
manager, but she never did. I truly am i It was great, especially the hybrid features. It will make a
good buy! Have you driven a Mercedes-Benz S-Class? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View
reviews where users commented on categories. Clear selections. Darnell writes:. Is this review
helpful? Yes No. GuruG5H9T writes:. Is this helpful? Back Seats:. Marlon writes:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: This car is a cruiser that changes into Ferrari mode with just a press
of the foot. Cons: Only con is I didn't get the s55 amg. Nothing like Wide Open Throttle Pros:
this cabin is expansive. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Perfect car for even everyday
driving. Cons: I wish I had 2. RosevilleAutoPlaza writes:. Scary Fast. Cons: Not-so-good gas
mileage. Pros: FAST! Comfortable and Safe. Cons: Not cheap to keep! MBOwner writes:. Cons:
Moving so have to sell. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 3 Mercedes-Benz S-Class reviews.
Read all 4 Mercedes-Benz S-Class reviews. Read all 6 Mercedes-Benz S-Class reviews. Read all
7 Mercedes-Benz S-Class reviews. Read all 12 Mercedes-Benz S-Class reviews. Cars compared
to Mercedes-Benz S-Class. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select
Year Looking forward to a new model in the next 2 years Cons: repairs tend to be to expensive.
After market seems to be my only option 1 of 1 people found this review helpful. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: This car is a cruiser that changes into Ferrari mode with just a press
of the foot Cons: Only con is I didn't get the s55 amg 2 of 3 people found this review helpful.
Responsive and flat out elegant against any class of any year doesn't match this S Cons: I wish
I had the AMG package but then that makes it look like a police attractor 1 of 2 people found this
review helpful. Can really change into a sports sedan with just a press of the gas peddle Cons: I
wish I had 2 2 of 2 people found this review helpful. Cons: Not-so-good gas mileage 2 of 2
people found this review helpful. Comfortable and Safe Cons: Not cheap to keep! Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Good buying experience overall, not
perfect, but pretty good. Seem like good people. Bought from out of state. Car Nation made
buying a car such an easy experience. They worked with me on price of the car,and the service
was great. I would definitely buy another vehicle from Car Nation. Great dealership with nice

cars at good prices. No pushy salespeople, just helpful and easy to work with. Great
experience! Contacted dealer about car availability. Replied back in one day.. Told Al , I would
stay in touch by end of year. I'm not a crock or a looke-loo.. My gut feeling is Al isn't a B. Al
Pedalino is a true car guy. We talked for over an hour about cars, music, etc. It was like visiting
an old friend. I'm not a fan of the car-shopping experience, but this was exceptional. The
manager involved was great to work with. He was straight forward in answering questions and
had the car ready when we arrived to pick it up. We had a satisfactory experience overall. Danny
contacted me within 4 hours. Unfortunately I was unable to get to the dealership before
someone bought the truck Good dealer, I bought a good car for good price. Also they changed
the front glass for me but didn't give me a extra wheel. Called was told kia was available came
out to be told was sold another wasted trip. I asked about a veloster never answered lol. The
manager on duty was very nice and approachable, would recommend for an easy car shopping
experience. Quick response, describe conditions of cars, cars clean and ready for text drive, the
dealership staff was friendly and accommodating and overall impressions was excellent I would
recommend the dealership. They contacted me and they received my information on the paper
that I filled out online. They never contacted me after that, what happened!!!! Very shady
dealership, mileage was not accurate, truck wasn't what it looked like online. Check engine
came on the next day and wouldn't help fix vehicle. This organization was very shady. Got
called The B word when questioned missing fuses, battery was dead, dents in front top panel.
There was no water in it and when I took it for a test drive, smelt oil burning. The truck I was
going to get I put down and they sold the truck I will not go back there or refer anyone. I
contacted them and they returned call with information and extra pictures. Never went to go see
the truck. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Private Seller: Jay. CarGurus Pay. CarGurus User.
Private Seller: RJ. Cincinnati, OH Message Seller. Request Information. So very excited and fun
to drive. The S 4Matic has well engineered features and represents good value with a v-8
engine, which is missing in later model Mercedes short of the AMG version. Love the car and
the features. Why Use CarGurus? The S is both refined and enjoyably sporty. The most
comfortable-riding car we'd ever tested at that point, its agile handling also made it a delight to
drive. The roomy cabin provides vault-like silence and the engine delivers strong acceleration.
Safety equipment was state of the art for the time, led by the Mercedes-Benz Pre-Safe system,
which is designed to detect a collision before it occurs and rapidly adjust critical components in
the cabin to provide optimum passenger protection. On the other hand, the infotainment system
is needlessly complex. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle
identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The
dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. Reactivate now to get the information
you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our
customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member.
Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock
Ratings. New Used There are 6 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction.
Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration
Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the
track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine
idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is determined by shifting
smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel
Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests, independent of the
government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims. Using a precise
fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate circuits to represent
city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage
is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and highway cruising; and
CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've discontinued the mile
trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry stopping distances
and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked. Emergency Handling
Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the avoidance maneuver
speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride

Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road imperfections and
how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the
vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our
judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort
Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is for two passengers to sit
across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating
represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the
same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog
Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne
pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports.
Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses
on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports
subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12
months that they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the
trouble spots included in the table below. The results are presented relative to the average
model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious areas such as major engine or
transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the
latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine
Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling
Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating.
Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter,
clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about
satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than half a million
vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple
question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model?
In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort,
value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes
acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride.
Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it
looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS and front side air
bags standard. ESC, rear side and head protection air bags standard from Drive Wheels. AWD ,
Rear. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties.
Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Development for the W
S-Class started in , [3] with the final design, helmed by Steve Mattin being approved in June at
38 months ahead of production start and completed design freeze in March , at 29 months
before the start of production in August The W was a replacement for the earlier W S-Class after
the model year. Compared to its predecessor, the W had somewhat smaller exterior dimensions
but offered more interior space, particularly in the long-wheelbase versions although the trunk
is smaller than on its W predecessor. Production of the series totalled , units, slightly more than
the production totals from the W In many European countries, the diesel S CDI version became
the most popular model, making it the first S-Class in which a diesel engine achieved broad
appeal. There were long and short wheelbase versions, performance and luxury enhancement
options, and also four-wheel drive versions. Steve Mattin's design was the first sketch drawn in
October and developed into scale by late By March , W program engineers completed the
design freeze, 29 months before production start in August The W exterior design especially
headlights was previewed by the Mercedes-Benz F concept in late Being a Mercedes flagship
vehicle worldwide, the S-Class largely popularized the theme. It demonstrated a significantly
different stylistic mindset, with both exterior lines and an interior design that expressed
elegance and modernity. This can be seen as a response to criticism on its W predecessor,
which had a more boxy look. Despite being smaller, the new car was roomier inside while the
dashboard carried over the new styling details first seen in the first generation A-Class from the
year before. A face-lifted version of the S-Class was designed in late and introduced in
September , offering a more refined front-end with a larger, more upright grille, transparent
headlamp housings with sealed-beam projectors, and revised taillights. Much of the rest of the
exterior remained largely unchanged from first phase W models. Exterior updates included a
more upright grille angle, new transparent housing for the headlamps replacing the earlier

translucent versions , and restyled lower air intakes on the front bumper. The S series has a
"V12" badge affixed to either side of the car, just forward of the front doors and back from the
wheel wells. European Sales for all versions of S-Class : [19]. Approximate selection of US
models. In the US, model years for the W were , , , , , , and only some versions. Not all versions
were available in all model years. The type was noted as being the leader in the U. After
choosing an S , they added Distronic a smart cruise control system , Active Ventilated Seats,
the "Timeport" phone with a voice control system, and the sport package AMG rims and trim. A
four-wheel drive system became an option for for the S and S along with mid-life upgrades that
targeted a range of interior and exterior features. W model year a V-6 was offered as the S One
of the most popular versions was the long-wheelbase S , with over , produced over the model
run. On top of that, an additional over 13, all-wheel drive S version were made and over 21,
short-wheel base S models. This works out to about , S of all versions across all model years
out of , of all W models over its production run. The W's peak sales year was , with 88, sold
worldwide, but both and were close with well over 80, sold. Two unique models that had small
runs were a factory produced inch wheelbase "stretch limo" called a Pullman and a special
security version called S-Guard. The Pullman version was a Mercedes-Benz engineered version
of the S-Class of this period circa , that went beyond the after market "stretch" to offer a host of
advanced systems and enhanced comfort. Components of this system including The system
could also support video display, both from a DVD player or tuner to pick up broadcast; with
two screen, it could display both at the same time. An additional re-chargeable battery allowed
the system to powered independently for a half-hour with the engine off. The system debuted on
S-Class with Pullman model. This also additional seating for up to seven-passengers, with two
rear facing seats in between the front and back seats. In six-seat configuration the rear bench
seat capable of three is replaced by two independent chairs. In addition to the AMG multi-media
system, there is also a bar supporting the consumption of cooled beverages, small tables, and a
barrier to the front of the vehicle that. Along with this barrier is an intercom from the rear seat to
the driver area to support communication within the vehicle. Mechanically, the roof, exhaust,
side-panels and chassis featured changes to support the additional length. A special feature for
people working on the car, is that the side panels can be easily removed like doors. The S 55
had a number of modifications over the stock W S-Class, and the changes were oriented
towards higher automotive performance and more dramatic styling features compared to the
regular models. The model name derives from displacement of the engine, a special almost 5.
The additional power-boost came for the later model S 55 from pairing this engine with a
supercharger. A supercharger is a forced induction system that compresses the air before in
enters the engine, and uses air compressor powered by a belt connected to the engine. Other
changes include enhanced brakes and wheels, with The S 55 was also equipped with Active
Body Control. For more about AMG models with this engine see "55" 5. Features added to the S
55 US-spec [36]. The S was the main cylinder engine model of the W body. The increased output
of the engine enabled this W to keep up with a Ferrari M Maranello according to one automotive
magazine of the era. The model was fitted with Michelin Pilot Sport tires with a Y rating. In the
US, the S had a 5. The S was also a model of the S-Class Pullman, an even longer wheelbase
version that was 1 meter longer and supporting up to seven passengers and mobile office
technology. Features included on the S US-spec : [36]. One reviewer [ who? A popular
aftermarket tuning kit was an ECU upgrade from Renntech since increasing engine output
required no mechanical upgrades to the car. As with each new S-Class, the W was
technologically advanced at the time of its launch, bringing in new innovations [43] such as
Airmatic air suspension, Active Ventilated Seats which used miniature fans in the seats to move
air through perforations , keyless entry and ignition , Distronic : the first worldwide radar
-assisted Autonomous cruise control system , and a cylinder deactivation system called Active
Cylinder Control for the S and S models, which improves fuel consumption and reduces
emissions. All were pioneering innovations at the time of the W's conception. There are
standard features to all models, standard features to certain models, and finally optional
features. Sometimes what is standard changes on a model year or country of sale. It was the
first Mercedes with curtain airbags previewed by the F concept in Increased attention to side
impacts was noted, and the car included a window air bag that inflates between the A and C
pillars. Also the front and rear ends include aluminum crash boxes can be replaced as separate
units to reduce the cost of repairs. Despite its price German insurance companies put it in the
lower bracket because it was easier to repair. Features varied depending on locality e. North
American version and what options were equipped. The Linguatronic voice control was
introduced as an option in on the W S-Class. At that time it was primarily for controlling the car
phone, and could understand 30 words. The second generation of this system was introduced
in On the W this second generation system could understand more words and control more

systems, such as the radio. In , it could understand words and control certain features on the
phone, radio, CD player, and other systems. The second generation system needed 20 times the
memory of the first generation system from about half megabyte to twenty megabytes. The
algorithms used in the system were developed at Ulm, Germany where what was then called
DaimlerChrysler Research and Technology center was located in addition to other groups
within the company. The system looks for patterns called phonemes to understand what the
person is saying, a process which it computes in milliseconds. What system the voice
command can control can depend on the model year. The Linguatronic system used digital
pre-processing to support this task. The features is run from hardware in a separate box in the
back of the car. The W featured a new pneumatic suspension system Airmatic with Adaptive
Damping System ADS which adjusts the shock absorbers to difficult road conditions. The
increased ride height is automatically canceled after 5 minutes of 55 MPH driving or manually
through driver's input. The hydraulic Active Body Control ABC system premiere in on the
Mercedes-Benz C coupe is technically more advanced than Airmatic and keeps the car level
even in fast corners, provides a comfort and sports setting. Also, just like Airmatic equipped
vehicles, the ride height can be raised by using a button 2 settings, compared with Airmatic's
single setting , increasing ground clearance for driving on difficult terrain such as roads with
deep ruts or snow. Prior to September , only higher end models e. As of September all models,
regardless of engine and drivetrain type ABC or Airmatic were able to do so as well.
Furthermore, at highway speeds the suspension computer automatically engages sport mode
Airmatic - Sport mode 1 or 2 depending on the current speed , thus aiding safety by significantly
reducing body roll in sharp turns. There was a set of standard features, then differences
between models other than just the engine, and then also various options that could be added
to any given model. The basic model had Calyptus wood possibly Eucalyptus , the S added burl
walnut trim Walnut tree , the Designo Espresso edition had Elm wood trim, and the Designo
Silver edition had Maple wood trim [25]. The S-Class had two special design editions that were
available for different drivetrains, it was trim and feature option set and the two choices were
Designo Espresso and Designo Silver. Later, Mercedes-Benz offered the Motorola V60 as the
car phone. The "Timeport" phone with a voice control system was offered as an option on the
Mercedes-Benz S-Class. The Timeport cell-phone was a jointly developed and became available
on all of Mercedes models including the W S-Class The Timeport phone was integrated with
S-Class systems, major features included Voice-control and automatic muteing of the radio
when accepting an incoming call or tape or CD player. Another feature was that the directory of
numbers in the phone could be downloaded to the car, and shown on the in-car display. Even
though the phone was integrated as a system with car, it was portable handset that could be
removed from the car. The cell-phone had an electro-luminescent Organic display with multiple
colors available. As the years passed, various ways to connect different phones or systems to
the COMAND or interface with existing cradles came to market, of varying ability and expense
there is the issues of handling a connection to the system and then the software needed
interface, and this task is affected by the model year and equipment options of any particular
S-Class. One of the major advancements in this period was Bluetooth , and many modern
updates are oriented towards this wireless data connection technology. The W was available
with more engine options than the W or W The range started with a smaller 2. Very popular was
the 3. Despite their popularity, the 6-cylinder S-Class cars were not imported into countries
such as the United States until model year with the S short wheelbase , where Daimler was then
testing the market demand for a V6 S-Class. The S , the only United States market S-Class
available with both a short wheelbase ''06 as well as a long wheelbase, was that region's most
popular model and powered by a 4. The S was powered by a 5. The S 55 AMG ''02 was outfitted
with a 5. The S ''02 was outfitted with a 5. Both S 55 AMG and S have same engine output but
target different clientele: the former more sporty while the latter more luxurious. The S 63 was
powered by a naturally aspirated 6. S 65 AMG was introduced in with new enlarged 6-litre V12
engine developed specifically for Maybach 57S and 62S as to amortise the cost of engine
development. W was the first generation of S-Class, where automatic transmissions were
standard on all models. At first, all cars had 5-speed 5G-Tronic transmission; however, since in
the United States , S and S were instead offered with the new 7-speed 7G-Tronic transmission.
All model years used a 5-speed transmission until a 7-speed came out. In the U. V12 models
continued using the 5-speed as the 7-speed could not handle the immense amount of torque
from the V Airmatic, or AIRmatic stands for Adaptive Intelligent Ride Control and was not just
an air suspension but also electronic and software control system that actively adjust the level
of dampening. Some models had a hydraulic system called ABC, which was an optional
upgrade so almost any model may have ABC but it was also a standard feature on certain
models. The Airmatic main components are an air-pump, airlines going to each wheel, and four

air-struts. The lower control arm in the previous S-Class was switched to a spring link and
torque strut. The car had an electronic stability control program and automatic slip control.
Build quality was generally considered to be good. For instance, Forbes described the W S as
"built remarkably well. In , a recall was initiated due to illumination failures in the instrument
cluster of some Ws. Examples of recalls in Australia include: [70]. The model is also called the V
as opposed to W One Canadian car site noted that older W's can offer impressive features for
the cost, provided that owners continue to maintain the vehicle. They noted a few key issues on
later models including the air suspension and interior electronics. They also noted that over its
production run Mercedes-Benz fixed many issues and there is also considerable variation in
models depending how they were equipped. If this drain becomes clogged such as from leaves
or snow it can overflow, flooding the passenger compartment. This issue was the subject of a
Class-action lawsuit in the U. State of California. The suit alleged that.. The permanent solution
to prevent water from flooding the interior is to simply to remove the reed valve in the cowling
drain so the water can flow straight and through the drain. Potential points of modification
include intake, exhaust, fuel systems, transmissions, and the ECU. This increased the
displacement of the engine to 6. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Petrol: 2.
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P W - W Big, fast in any of its variations, and exceptionally smooth. The solidity of a bank vault.
Virtually every convenience imaginable, from massaging front seats to electric door-close
assists, and the most sophisticated passenger-car safety technology money can buy. Yes, the
Mercedes-Benz S-Class has everything the world expects in a full-size luxury sedan, including a
stratospheric price tag. It remains the ultra-luxury car against which other ultra-luxury aspirants
are judged. This is the flagship of the Mercedes line, and recognized as such in every corner of
the globe. Yet that gleaming star only hints at the engineering underneath. The S-Class is
smaller, lighter and more efficient than those built in the s, yet inside it is roomier.
Microprocessors and onboard sensors instantaneously determine forces acting upon the car,
filter the data, then adjust the handling, engine or transmission performance. The safety
systems can actually anticipate a collision, and prepare the driver and passengers to get
through it as safely as possible. Electric seat belt tensioners are activated, and the power seats
adjust to a lower and more upright position. Mercedes-Benz calls this Pre-Safe, and says it is
the only system in production that engages before the impact, when milliseconds can minimize
the energy spikes that cause serious injuries. The S-Class offers four engine choices and
optional all-wheel drive. The S, the most popular model, has plenty of power for quick passes,
merging into fast freeway traffic or accelerating out of corners, and it exudes the presence
buyers in this price range expect. The S delivers much more responsive performance, with crisp
off-the-line acceleration that should please any closet hot-rodder. The V12 S represents the
ultimate in Mercedes-Benz luxury and power, with thrust and acceleration that feels like a
approaching rotation speed. The S55 AMG is a limited-production high-performance model
geared toward wealthy motorheads. A year ago the S-Class benefited from a mild face-lift that
freshened its styling around the edges. There are more updates for , starting with the first
seven-speed automatic offered in a passenger car. Other updates include MP3 capability for the
stereo and optional inch wheels for the S and S Is this the best ultra-luxury sedan available?
Well-healed buyers seeking the classic big luxury sedan should start with the Mercedes

S-Class. Four distinct models comprise the Mercedes-Benz S-Class. All are four-door sedans,
powered by single-overhead-cam engines breathing through three valves per cylinder. All come
with a very high level of standard equipment. The S also has leather upholstery, a
Bose-developed speaker audio system and electric door- and trunk-closing assists. The S also
gets a more lavish interior with more leather trim, including glove-soft Nappa leather seating
surfaces. S also features the Active Body Control suspension, plus high-polish inch alloy
wheels, a still greater slathering of leather and wood, a suede-like Alcantara headliner,
Parktronic obstacle warning, four heated and power-operated seats, four-zone climate control,
CD changer and digital cellular phone with voice control. Mercedes claims the S55 can sprint
from 0 to 60 mph in just 4. SpeedShift buttons on the steering wheel allow manual control of the
five-speed automatic transmission. Mercedes offers a number of options, either in packages or
individually, which allow even the S to be equipped with everything offered on the S except the
engine. This technology tightens seatbelts and positions the seats in their optimal positions for
crash safety before an impact occurs. Other passive safety features include front airbags that
deploy at variable rates depending on the weight of the occupants and the severity of the
impact, front and rear side-impact airbags, a. Mercedes-Benz S-Class sedans are big, long, rich
and luxurious, with a dignity of design appropriate for a technological flagship. No one will
mistake them for anything other than a Mercedes. Separate the styling from the image, and
these cars are sleek, given their heft. But they aren't dramatically eye-catching. They say rich at
least as much as gorgeous, with the conservative demeanor many buyers in the class prefer.
Our S came in silver, and no one does silver better than Mercedes-Benz. The racy bodywork
that comes with the sport package certainly draws more looks, but it may not match
conservative tastes. The inch AMG Monoblock wheels look a bit too big and solid to our eyes.
Press a button on the remote key fob and the trunk lid raises, useful when your arms are full.
With There's still enough room for three or four golf bags, depending on their size. Sit in a
Mercedes S-Class and you immediately feel like a master of the universe. The interior exudes
serious class. A long strip of burl walnut sweeps across the instrument panel from door to door,
its bend and taper reminiscent of the graceful lines of an archer's bow. The S isn't as lavishly
equipped as the S, but it's hardly spartan. The S comes with premium leather on the seats, seat
backs, side panels, head restraints, magazine pockets, and door trim inserts. The seats are firm
and multi-adjustable. The S adds premium leather to virtually all interior panels, including the
center armrest and doors. It also gets glove-soft Nappa leather on the seating surfaces, though
we were happy with the stiffer and seemingly sturdier standard leather. The S gets the
glove-soft leather throughout. The rear bench seat feels like an expensive sofa. There's a
cavernous Active ventilation is also available for the rear seats. Mercedes says the design goal
was to reduce driving stress as much as technology and good design sense would allow. Watch
out for an ambush by oxymoron, however: Technology and good design sense often fight for
control, and, at least initially, stress is sometimes increased rather than decreased. The
instrument panel includes about six dozen switches and controls, some labeled with baffling
icons, as if the translation from German to sign language had somehow come out Greek. This
car comes with its own video training course. This includes the GPS navigation, stereo and
climate controls, and Tele Aid, which is basically a cellular help line for specific problem
situations, including accidents and lockouts. In its latest incarnation, Tele Aid even includes
traffic reports and concierge services. The Info Services provides web-based customized
information including news, stock quotes, sports and weather. Reduce driving stress? The
sheer mass of the manuals is stress-inducing. It's daunting to think about all the controls you
have to learn to master so you can feel like a master of the universe. And even if you fully
understand them, it would take so much attention to keep all the auxiliary systems perfectly
tuned, all the potential for information fully optimized, that a co-pilot would be helpful. Maybe
that's where the voice command feature comes in. Some stuff you can just tell the car to do,
and hope it understands you. But first you have to learn its language, and it yours.
Ergonomics-wise, the center console has great support for your right knee, bracing your
throttle foot. But there's nothing on the left, no real dead pedal, and not enough support on the
standard seats for your thighs, so your legs get pitched during aggressive cornering. We know,
the S is a luxury car, not a sports car, but if you offer a suspension that boasts level cornering,
as Mercedes ABC system does, the driver might be expected to use it. The S55 AMG solves this
problem with aggressively bolstered sport seats. The S we drove featured a substantial
cupholder sprouting from the left side of the passenger seat. It works well, but it rubs against
the passenger's left leg and we couldn't figure out how to remove or stow it. Speaking of
stowing things, there aren't enough places to stow things in the S-Class. Also, drivers who are
not familiar with the Mercedes s. Stately and stable describe the Mercedes-Benz S-Class nicely.
These sedans are in their element on smooth, straight roads traveling at very high speeds. Set

the cruise control by using big digital numbers displayed on the speedometer screen, then sit
back and relax. You've got your optional Adaptive Cruise Control, which watches your tailgating
and maintains a predetermined distance to the car ahead. You've got your ESP to help control
the car if you can't, your Brake Assist to slam the binders if you don't hit them as hard as you
should, your Adaptive Damping to adjust ride softness according to the surface, your traction
control, your rain-sensing wipers, your 10 airbags front, doors, and air curtains over the
windows , your high-intensity xenon headlights, and your automatic Tele Aid emergency calling
for that slim chance that you might need it. The standard Airmatic suspension in the S and S
uses compressed air in bellows-like springs at each corner to maintain constant ride height
regardless of load. On the highway, the car automatically lowers itself by about an inch, which
improves aerodynamics and thus fuel mileage. Airmatic features adaptive damping, which
allows the driver to adjust the shock absorbers according to road conditions, load and speed,
from softer to firmer. Or the suspension will do this automatically. This system is not the same
as the more complex Active Body Control suspension, which is optional on the S and S and
standard on the S and S55 AMG, and virtually eliminates body roll in cornering, squat under
acceleration, and dive during braking. The Airmatic suspension has three settings. One tester
thought the firm setting was quite livable and appropriate for all situations, while another
preferred the soft and middle settings around town. As expected, the S-Class is quiet, really
quiet, when it's blasting along at high speeds. But the Airmatic suspension isn't perfect. It
rocked over shallow holes in the road at 10 mph, and at the speed limit we could feel it lift from
side to side over rough or grooved surfaces. We could also feel a jiggling in the steering wheel
over bumps on an otherwise smooth road. Underway, the S-Class engines are quiet, relaxed
and so smooth that they give no hint of operation. At idle, however, we found both the S and S
engines a bit rougher and noisier than expected. The S, the most popular of the S-Class sedans,
has plenty of power. Nail it at 65 mph and it accelerates smoothly around the offending vehicle.
It cruises easily at high speeds on cross-country trips and it's responsive around town. We
never felt like we were missing something by not having the larger S engine. Until we drove the
S Then it's clear that the S does not offer the same rocket-like response. Perhaps only certified
lead-foots will notice. We are among them. Drop the hammer on the S and the V8 makes neat
sounds. The car is most fun when it's using its torque and growling. That's when a big, elegant
luxury car can feel like a hot rod. The specs say the S engine produces its full foot-pounds of
torque between and rpm, but it didn't feel like the V8 hit its sweet spot until nearly rpm. When
you floor it at rpm, it kicks down a gear or two, as if to get more power when it should
theoretically already be in the right gear for maximum torque. Either way, the S is exceptionally
smooth and quiet as the revs increase into the rpm range, so it's easy to hit the rpm rev limiter
in second or third gears when you're in the manual-shift mode. For , Mercedes has equipped the
S and S with a passenger-car first: a seven-speed automatic transmission. All those gears allow
the trans to maintain closer to an optimal gear ratio in any given driving situation, while at the
same time offering a larger ratio spread between the lowest and highest gear. The electronic co.
The Mercedes-Benz S-Class offers a lot, as it should, given its price and reputation. It
represents the state of the art of the high-performance luxury sedan. Its interior comfort is
unsurpassed, and its styling is both appealing and aerodynamically efficient. The S-Class
screams status. It's as roomy a sedan as you'll find, amazingly fast with the higher output
engines, and as steady as the Rock of Gibraltar. Mercedes' ultra-lux sedan puts a little more
emphasis on comfort, less on active driver participation, and many buyers will no doubt prefer
that. Its daunting array of switches and systems can be intimidating, but the allegedly simple,
single-control interface in the BMW 7 is much more difficult to master. The distinctions will
matter most to buyers on their third or fourth ultra-luxury sedan. The rest of us will just be
wowed by the S-Class. You must be logged in to post a comment Login. Reviews Previews
Advice Awards. By Sam Moses January 19, Turning circle: Cargo volume: Unless otherwise
indicated, specifications refer to test vehicle. Prices do not include manufacturer's destination
and delivery charges. Related Vehicles. Follow NewCarTestDrive. Independent, five-link, air
springs, electro-hydraulic damping with gas-charged shocks, level control. Very comfortable,
feels like you're sitting on a couch. The main issue that I've had is the computer system in the
car. My car ran out of oil and it didn't warn me but it'll warm me for tire pressure being low. I
love my Mercedes Benz s class for many reasons. It is very roomy in the front and back seats,
especially for a sedan. The ride is incredibly smooth; it literally feels like you are driving on a
cloud. Even on very bumpy roads the air suspension makes it a dream to drive on. We just
recently bought this vehicle off of somebody and did get their maintenance records. This
vehicle is quite expensive on upkeep. That is probably the only downside to it. There is also
only 2 cup holders in the front and 1 will only fit a 12 oz can of pop. Kind of annoying for such a
luxurious vehicle otherwise. I really love my car, it is extremely comfortable and drives perfectly

with exceptional performance, I will buy another MB vehicle. Based on the interpretation of the
vehicle, the car is very durable in terms of the concreted analysis, a conforming feature, of
which is highly aggregated in terms of the reputable functionality and the fundamentalism to the
thread of the vehicles source, status, evaluation and support system. Even though my car is an
older model it still looks new. Excellent, luxury, fast. Very reliable, easy to drive, huge back seat,
large trunk space, decent gas mileage. Reliable daily driver, no maintenance surprises. Very
comfortable, especially on the highway. Expensive to maintain and breaks down a lot. Change
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luxury, fast. Very reliable, easy to drive, huge back seat, large trunk space, decent gas mileage.
Based on the interpretation of the vehicle, the car is very durable in terms of the concreted
analysis, a conforming feature, of which is highly aggregated in terms of the reputable
functionality and I really love my car, it is extremely comfortable and drives perfectly with
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sitting on a couch. The main issue that I've had is the computer system in the car. My car ran
out of oil and it didn't warn me but it'll warm me for tire The ride is incredibly smooth; it literally
feels like you are driving on a cloud. Even on very bumpy roads the air suspension makes it a
dream to drive on. We just recently bought this vehicle off of somebody and did get their
maintenance records. This vehicle is quite expensive on upkeep. That is probably the only
downside to it. There is also only 2 cup holders in the front and 1 will only fit a 12 oz can of pop.
Kind of annoying for such a luxurious vehicle otherwise. My car ran out of oil and it didn't warn
me but it'll warm me for tire pressure being low. Very reliable , easy to drive, huge back seat,
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